MEDIA RELEASE
UNCOVERING THE STORIES OF OUR COMMUNITIES – OVER 100 PARTNER
EVENTS PLANNED FOR THE SINGAPORE BICENTENNIAL
Singapore, 27 February 2019 – The Singapore Bicentennial is an opportunity for
Singaporeans to find personal connections to the past, and discover more about our
longer history by piecing together the stories of our shared journey. Together with over
280 partners, including community groups, religious institutions, clans, associations,
businesses, schools, social organisations, and government agencies, over 100
ground-up events and projects have been initiated across the Bicentennial year to
uncover these stories of our past.
Many partners of the Singapore Bicentennial are long-established organisations and
institutions in Singapore. For instance, the Nagore Dargah Indian Muslim Heritage
Centre, which has over 180 years of history, is curating a photo exhibition featuring
personal photographs of 100 Singaporeans matched with old black and white
photographs of their ancestors who first came to Singapore in the early years.
Another Singapore Bicentennial partner is the Goh Loo Club, established in 1907.
Together with the Tan Kah Kee Foundation, the club has lined up a series of cultural
seminars by academics on topics dating back to the early 1800s, including tracing the
historical development of Chinese clan associations from colonial years, and how
globalisation has affected Singapore’s economic fortunes.
The Eurasian Association is also marking its centenary this year, and has planned a
slate of activities to celebrate and share more about how its history is intertwined with
its contributions to the community and nation. These include the Eurasian Festival, a
revamp of the Eurasian Heritage Gallery, and a publication documenting the history
and contributions of the organisation.
To promote the history, learning and writing of the Jawi script, Perikatan Tulisan Jawi
Singapura (loosely translated as the Singapore Jawi Writing Association) is
collaborating with Cultural Medallion recipient Isa Kamari to release the Jawi version
of his existing novel, “Duka Tuan Bertakhta”, to mark the Singapore Bicentennial. This
is part of the efforts to revive the usage, learning and understanding of Jawi
calligraphy. The book launch will be followed by a seminar of literary discussions
pertaining to Jawi manuscripts.
Singaporeans can also look forward to learning more about the longer history of
Singapore at five roadshows taking place island-wide. A collaboration between the five
Community Development Councils (CDC) and the Singapore Bicentennial Office
(SBO), the Bicentennial roadshows will kick off in April in the Southeast District,
followed by the other four districts in subsequent months. The roadshows provide an
interactive experience of Singapore’s 700-year history, charting our transformation
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from a place with a geographical location to a nation and people with a unique
Singaporean DNA.
Complementing these roadshows are a series of ground-up projects supported by the
People’s Association. These feature the place histories of the different regions, their
landmarks, communities and customs. For example, participants in heritage walks
around Choa Chu Kang GRC and Hong Kah North SMC will glean fascinating
historical facts about the estate, including how the last wild tiger in Singapore was
found in Choa Chu Kang in the 1930s.
Minister Josephine Teo, Co-chairman of the Ministerial Steering Committee for the
Singapore Bicentennial said, “The Singapore Bicentennial is an opportunity to reflect
on our past to draw lessons for the future. We are grateful that many people and
communities have stepped forward to share their history through various projects and
events. All these contribute to the weaving together of a textured tapestry of
Singapore’s long history, with meaningful activities that everyone can take part in.”
Minister Josephine Teo also added, “Throughout our history, many individuals and
communities gave back to society in various ways – by building places of worship,
hospitals, schools, and more. The pioneers of independent Singapore too found ways
to contribute, be it through monetary donations or voluntary service. By setting up the
Bicentennial Community Fund, we hope to inspire more corporates and individuals to
care and share, in the same spirit of our forefathers’ generosity.”
Please refer to Annex B for the list of community events. Please note that event details
listed are subject to change.
#END#
ISSUED BY:
Singapore Bicentennial Office

About the Singapore Bicentennial
The Singapore Bicentennial marks the 200th anniversary of the arrival of Stamford
Raffles in Singapore, one of the key turning points in our history. But our story didn’t
start in 1819 – it started 700 years ago. The Singapore Bicentennial is an occasion for
us to reflect on this history, before and after 1819; to understand our journey from a
place with a geographically strategic location, to a people with a unique Singaporean
DNA. This commemoration features a huge cast of contributors, as well as the regional
and global developments that have influenced our place in the world, our lives and
identities. For more information, visit our website (www.bicentennial.sg) or the
Singapore Bicentennial Facebook page (www.facebook.com/sgbicentennial).
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About the Singapore Bicentennial Office
Part of the Prime Minister’s Office, the Singapore Bicentennial Office (SBO) is
committed to coordinating a nationwide commemoration that incorporates partner
agencies and various community groups in programmes that contribute to a shared
reflection and appreciation of Singapore’s longer history. SBO is guided by an
Advisory Panel comprising historians, archaeologists and community leaders, and
supported by a diverse group of volunteers in this ground-up initiative.
Beyond events, SBO collaborates with many longstanding religious and educational
institutions, associations and clans, as well as businesses and individuals, to provide
research and resource support, even as we make plans to release a range of diverse
projects and products. We hope that this will generate interest and spark reflection on
our rich cultural heritage.
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ANNEX A: List of translated terms for the Singapore Bicentennial
English
Singapore Bicentennial

Chinese
新加坡开埠两百年

Malay
200 Tahun Singapura

From Singapore to
Singaporean

共创新家园 • 新加坡人的故事

Negara Kepada Warga

Tamil
சிங் கப்பூர்
இருநூற் றாண்டு விழா
வெற் றிடம் முதல் வெற் றி
ெரர சிங் கப்பூர்
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ANNEX B: Singapore Bicentennial Calendar of Partner Events (as of 27 Feb 2019)
Month
Ongoing

Date
19 Nov 2018
to 28 Apr
2019

Time
11:30am to
6pm

Location
Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre

Organiser
Singapore
Federation of
Chinese Clan
Associations

Name of event
New World,
New Life
Exhibition

Jan to Dec
2019

10am to
7pm

The Maritime
Experiential
Museum

Resorts World
Sentosa

Guided Tour at
the Maritime
Experiential
Museum

Jan to Dec
2019

10am to
12pm

Tiong Bahru CC
entrance

Tanjong PagarTiong Bahru CC

Tiong Bahru
Heritage Trail

Jan to endMar

9am to 5pm

Sentosa

Sentosa
Development
Corporation

Kampung
Singapore - An
Exhibition on
exploring Nature
and culture

18 Jan to 31
Mar

11am to
8:30pm
(Weekdays)

Jendela (Visual
Arts Space)
Esplanade –

Mark Chan

Ink Mountain 墨
山
Mark Chan with

About the event
To commemorate the Singapore
Bicentennial, the Singapore Federation
of Chinese Clan Associations is
showcasing this exhibition as part of its
‘Unsung Heroes’ series, which pays
tribute to our nation’s forefathers.
Embark on a complimentary guided tour
at The Maritime Experiential Museum
while enjoying a special rate on entry
tickets. Discover the sea trading routes
and relationships Singapore had with
the rest of the world in her early history
of trade through the region.
Join us for a Heritage Tour of the Tiong
Bahru estate, and learn about the
interesting facts and history behind
these prominent landmarks such as the
Horseshoe terrace and the air raid
shelter.
A collaboration project between
Sentosa Development Corporation and
Conservation International Singapore,
the exhibition takes you on a journey to
pre-Raffles Singapore, where the locals'
way of life was closely intertwined with
nature. Entry is free to Sentosa Nature
Discovery Exhibition.
In line with the Singapore Bicentennial,
multi-hyphenate artist Mark Chan
shares his imagination of historical
v

10am to
Theatres on the
8.30pm
Bay
(Weekends)

19 Feb to 14
Mar

All day

Brian Gothong
Tan (Singapore)

Outside Ngee
Ann City

Yale-NUS
College

DECK
120A Prinsep St,
Singapore
187937

Yale-NUS
College

Walking
tours on 23
Feb and 9
Mar - 9am
to 12pm
20 Feb to 3
Mar 2019

kingdoms from the region in a painting
titled 'Three Ships Srivijaya', among
other works finessed in Chinese brush
and ink on distressed paper. Together
with Brian Gothong Tan, who has
designed the exhibition space and video
based on Chan's ink paintings, they
have crafted an exhibition space that is
more akin to a sanctuary than a
commercial gallery.
Orchard: A Stroll A public architectural installation
Between Valleys unearthing the layers of history behind
Public
Orchard Road, accompanied by walking
Installation
tours incorporating the installation.
and Walking
Tour
Remembering
Sungei

This exhibition examines perceptions of
value and heritage in Singapore, by
referencing Sungei Road Thieves
Market. By focusing on objects sold at
the market, it contends with how
individuals and society define an item's
value. The exhibition also features video
interviews of Sungei vendors discussing
their experience of change, how trade
and exchange takes place at the
market, and people's perceptions of
their wares. Remembering Sungei
presents a different way to experience
Sungei,
and
interrogate
issues
surrounding its closure.
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21 Feb to 2
Mar

The Substation
45 Armenian St,
Singapore
179936

22 Feb to
10 Mar

9am to 6pm

Holy Tree Sri
Balasubramaniar
Temple

23 Feb

11am to
2pm

KINEX Mall (Let's
Play Corner)

Yale-NUS
College

Intimacies
Exhibition

In an effort to approach an aspect of
Singapore history from the intimate lives
of historical actors, this exhibition shines
a light on remittance letters sent home
by Chinese migrant workers in
Singapore in the 20th century, focusing
on two periods before and after the
Second World War. These letters
accompanied money and other items
that migrants sent to their families back
home
in
China.

The exhibition displays the team's
artistic responses to the letters,
exploring the historical context, affective
value and the material medium of letterwriting.
Holy Tree Sri
The
The Holy Tree Sri Balasubramaniar
Balasubramaniar Sembawang
Temple’s exhibition entitled 'The
Temple
Story
Sembawang Story' traces the long
history and rich heritage of Sembawang.
It was launched on 22 February by HE
Scott
Wightman,
the
High
Commissioner for Britain to Singapore.
His involvement in this event marks the
close relationship between the temple
and the British – as the British had
granted land for religious use and also
contributed building materials and
logistical support in constructing the
temple in the 1960s.
Marine Parade
Peranakan Food Join us at our Peranakan Food
GRC
Photography
Photography Workshop to learn how
vii

23 Feb to 2
Mar

9am to
12pm

27 Feb

7:30 to
8:30pm

11 Tanjong
Katong Road
Singapore
437157
Rochor
Yale-NUS
* Meeting point
College
and tour route will
be provided upon
confirmation.

The Arts House,
Blue Room

Yale-NUS
College

Workshop
(Mobile)

you can accentuate one's culture
through photography. Learn mobile
phone photography tips and techniques
that you can apply on a daily basis!
There Was a
The shape of a walking route can reveal
Road Here
the heterogeneity of a neighbourhood
and debunk official histories or stateendorsed historical narratives that gloss
over nuances. With the aid of old and
new street maps, participants will come
to understand how 'mapping' is a
cultural activity that reveals or conceals
complexity. Participants will be given
tips on ‘reading’ maps and buildings in
the urban landscape. The route will
straddle neighbourhoods of historical
significance that lie between Serangoon
Road and Beach Road. This walk is an
attempt to retrace fragmented urban
parcels and reclaim lost narratives.
Alternate Pasts: This talk will feature the year 1915, an
Politics of
under-appreciated milestone nearly a
Commemoration century after Singapore became a
of 1915
British settlement. The Sepoy Mutiny in
Singapore in February 1915 coalesced
myriad anxieties associated with being a
well-connected port-city that formed the
nexus of several networks – religious,
military, transportation and commercial.
The Mutiny, it turned out, was the first
time that British authorities in the colony
including those without any military
training went through the experience of
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being mobilised for the colony, thus
forging complicated bonds between
different population sectors at a tense
moment when power structures were
violently upended. A heavy reliance on
neighbouring
forces
cemented
Singapore’s vulnerability because they
were not part of formal wartime strategy.
I argue that ad-hoc arrangements were
indeed a deliberate strategy of war, and
that Singapore embodied this calculated
neglect.

February

28 Feb

7 to 9pm

The Projector,
Blue Room

Yale-NUS
College

Dr. Nurfadzilah Yahaya is Assistant
Professor of History at the National
University of Singapore. She specialises
in legal history, history of the Indian
Ocean and Southeast Asia. Her
forthcoming book, Fluid Jurisdictions of
Arab Diaspora under Colonial Rule in
Southeast Asia will be published by
Cornell University Press.
Reimagining
In 1986, The Diary of Vietnam Rose was
Histories |
shot on the island of Luzon by legendary
People Power
director Celso Castillo, starring Liz
Bombshell: The Alindogan, leading lady of ‘sexy’ films.
Diary of Vietnam An attempt to make a political film at a
Rose
time when the Marcos regime was
collapsing and Oliver Stone was around
the corner shooting Platoon; it was
never completed. Decades later, artistfilmmaker John Torres brings it back to
life, combining the un-restored footage,
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beautifully ravaged by decay, with new
material. The original cast and crew
then ‘redub’ the images, overlaying their
spoken memories and stories, as
histories and fictions, filmmaking and
revolutions
collide.

March

1 Mar

6:30 to
9:30pm

Centre 42

Yale-NUS
College

Boka di Stori
Graphic Novel Book Launch &
Eurasian
Writers’ Panel

—
REIMAGINING HISTORIES
This short season of films presents four
feature-length ‘documentaries’ that
interrogate specific national histories,
from Ireland, USA, Cambodia and the
Philippines. Using various strategies,
many of which reinvent our notions of
documentary, each of these films
explores how histories (and films) are
lost and recovered, how personal
stories intermingle with national events,
and how fictions often reveal greater
truths than any official set of facts.
Join the Boka di Stori team for the
launch of Ki Sorti, the first graphic novel
in Singapore about local Eurasian
history, culture and identity. It follows
Alex and Patricia, a mother and
daughter who reconnect with their
Eurasian roots at the funeral of a
beloved
relative,
Minnie.
'Boka di Stori' is a Kristang phrase which
literally translates to ‘Mouth of Stories’,
but also means ‘Storyteller’. This
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graphic novel hence celebrates the
community’s elderly members — the
true storytellers whose personal
accounts the narrative was inspired by.
The book launch will present an in-depth
look into these previously untold stories,
and insights into the writing process.

1 to 10 Mar

3pm (3 and
10 Mar)

300 Jalan Bukit
Ho Swee

Yale-NUS
College

300 Jalan Bukit
Ho Swee

Yale-NUS
College

7:30pm (1
to 3 Mar, 6
to 10 Mar)

2 Mar

3pm

It will be followed by a Eurasian Writers’
Panel featuring authors Melissa De
Silva (Others Is Not a Race) and Kevin
Martens Wong (Altered Straits),
performance
poet
Charlene
Shepherdson (In the Twine: A Tapestry
of Stories), emerging scriptwriter and
director Victoria Scully (Nina Boboi) and
Boka di Stori’s own Shane Carroll. Join
us for an intimate conversation on their
experiences
being
Eurasian
in
Singapore, and how the community can
shape new narratives and navigate its
own fluid identity within Singapore’s
racial landscape.
First Storeys
First Storeys interrogates the “kampung
to metropolis” narrative, focusing on the
Theatrical
period of large scale resettlement in
Installation, two Singapore from the 1950s to the 1990s.
Panel
Through a speculative theatrical
discussions, one installation, the piece will surface lesser
workshop
known stories surrounding the process
of resettlement.
First Storeys
Singapore’s public housing programme
Forum:
started with the British administration,
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Singapore
Housing History

2 to 5 Mar

2 Mar

12:30 to
8.30pm

1 to 3pm

Centre 42

Centre 42

Yale-NUS
College

Yale-NUS
College

Ngua Korpu,
Ngua Kaza
(One Body, One
Home)

Boka di Stori:
Prendeh
Kristang (A
Beginner’s
Kristang Class)

and today more than 80% of
Singapore’s population live in HDB flats.
The panelists have been involved in the
early developments and research
around HDB. Join us as we explore the
housing history of Singapore from
multiple perspectives, and discuss the
future of public housing in Singapore.
Moderated by: Professor Jane M.
Jacobs
Panellists: Professor Chua Beng Huat,
Dr Liu Thai Ker, Dr Suriani Suratman
Decorated in the style of a cosy
Eurasian home, this exhibition features
snippets of Boka di Stori's graphic novel
Ki Sorti, old cookbooks, trinkets and
photographs
of
the
Eurasian
community.
Nina Boboi, a short film written and
directed by filmmaker Victoria Elizabeth
Scully, will also be screened in the
space on the hour (except during
ongoing events). Nina Boboi is amongst
only a handful of films featuring the
Kristang language and story of
Eurasians in Singapore.
Join this beginner’s Kristang class, full
of games and activities, and experience
the vibrant heritage language of the
Portuguese-Eurasians in Singapore and
Malaysia.
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2 Mar

4 to 6pm

Centre 42

Yale-NUS
College

Boka di Stori:
Cherki Class

2 Mar

7 to 9pm

Centre 42

Yale-NUS
College

Boka di Stori:
Trivia Night

3 Mar

2 to 4pm

Centre 42

Yale-NUS
College

Boka di Stori: A
New History of
Kristang in
Singapore

3 Mar

4:30 to
6:30pm

Centre 42

Yale-NUS
College

Boka di Stori:
Board Game
Night Ila-Ila di
Sul (The
Southern
Islands)

Learn more about "Chiki" (also known
as “Ji Kee”, “Ceki”, or “Cherki”), a fastpaced card-game traditionally played by
Eurasians, Hokkiens, Peranakans, and
the Javanese!
Take part in a fun and fact-filled trivia
night to test your knowledge of
Singapore's history (beyond the days of
British colonisation). Travel back in time
and learn trivia about Singapore's past,
and how it has since evolved to what we
now call home.
Hear from Kodrah Kristang director
Kevin Martens Wong about previously
unknown parts of the Kristang
language's
200-year
history
in
Singapore,
including
how
Shakespeare’s plays like King Lear and
tales from “Arabian Nights” like
Shakuntala used to be performed in
Kristang in Singapore.
Come play the very first bilingual
Kristang-English board game, Ila-Ila di
Sul (The Southern Islands), where you
can fight for the favour of the
Temenggong! Explore Singapore’s
Southern
Islands
and
discover
treasures as trader in the 1800s, trading
and stealing treasures for pataka
(money) to be the richest trader by the
end
of
the
game.
Ila-Ila

di

Sul

is

a

professionallyxiii

3 Mar and
10 Mar

4 Mar

10am

300 Jalan Bukit
Ho Swee

Yale-NUS
College

First Storeys
Workshop: First
Steps

Yangzheng
Primary School

Yangzheng
Primary School

Yangzheng
Primary School
– reopening of
heritage gallery
launch

designed, bilingual English-Kristang,
treasure-seeking board game first
developed for Kodrah Kristang classes.
It was launched at the inaugural
Kristang Language Festival in 2017.
First Steps inspires every child and
youth to be an urban planner, putting
them in the planner's shoes to think
critically and creatively about ideas
related to home, development and
urban change. Through structured
workshops and interactive tours,
children and youths are introduced to
Singapore's
history
of
housing
development and key concepts related
to urbanisation. First Steps offers a fun
and immersive experience outside of
the classroom and participants will walk
home with a stronger awareness of the
larger social issues facing Singapore
today. Best for ages 8-13 years old.
Parents are encouraged to accompany
their child. Limited to 15 participants per
session.
Yangzheng Primary School’s revamped
heritage gallery will feature the school’s
history dating back to its founding in
1906. New content includes the list of all
its past principals, the prominent
pioneers of Singapore, and key
achievements of alumni members.
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7 Mar

7 Mar

7 to 9pm

7 to 9pm

The Projector,
Blue Room

The Projector,
Blue Room

Yale-NUS
College

Yale-NUS

Reimagining
Histories | Erase
and Forget

Reimagining
Histories | Erase
and Forget

The battle-hardened super-soldier is
arguably American pop culture’s most
enduring
archetype,
expressing
something
fundamental
about
masculinity,
exceptionalism
and
America’s relationship to violence.
Special Forces veteran James ‘Bo’ Gritz
is the real-life inspiration for many war
movies and action flicks, and in this
extraordinary documentary portrait
filmed over 10 years, the loneliness,
complexity and tragedy of being a ‘hero’
of
American
history,
frequently
mythologized by himself and the media,
is starkly revealed.
—
REIMAGINING HISTORIES
This short season of films presents four
feature-length ‘documentaries’ that
interrogate specific national histories,
from Ireland, USA, Cambodia and the
Philippines. Using various strategies,
many of which reinvent our notions of
documentary, each of these films
explores how histories (and films) are
lost and recovered, how personal
stories intermingle with national events,
and how fictions often reveal greater
truths than any official set of facts.
The battle-hardened super-soldier is
arguably American pop culture’s most
enduring
archetype,
expressing
xv

something
fundamental
about
masculinity,
exceptionalism
and
America’s relationship to violence.
Special Forces veteran James ‘Bo’ Gritz
is the real-life inspiration for many war
movies and action flicks, and in this
extraordinary documentary portrait
filmed over 10 years, the loneliness,
complexity and tragedy of being a ‘hero’
of
American
history,
frequently
mythologized by himself and the media,
is starkly revealed.

8 Mar to 10
Mar 2019

8 March:
5pm - 10pm
9 & 10
March:

Bukit Pasoh
Road

OuterEdit

Street of Clans

—
REIMAGINING HISTORIES
This short season of films presents four
feature-length ‘documentaries’ that
interrogate specific national histories,
from Ireland, USA, Cambodia and the
Philippines. Using various strategies,
many of which reinvent our notions of
documentary, each of these films
explores how histories (and films) are
lost and recovered, how personal
stories intermingle with national events,
and how fictions often reveal greater
truths than any official set of facts.
An associated programme under
DesignSingapore Council’s Singapore
Design Week, Street of Clans is a
vibrant creative festival that brings
together Bukit Pasoh Road’s colourful
history and Singapore’s creative
xvi

11am 10pm

9 Mar

2pm to
4:30pm

Hwa Chong
Institution
661 Bukit Timah
Road, 269734

Hwa Chong
Institution

Hwa Chong
Heritage Trail

9 Mar

3pm

300 Jalan Bukit
Ho Swee

Yale-NUS
College

First Storeys
Forum:
Challenging the
Nuclear Family

communities. With a kaleidoscopic
programme inspired by the age-old clan
values of kinship and unity, expect to
discover a neighbourhood of interactive
design installations, explore clan
associations dressed up for the
occasion, and dive into a world of
design, stories, music, workshops, food,
culture, and community magic.
This heritage trail is held in collaboration
with Sun Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial
Hall (NHB) to commemorate the
Singapore Bicentennial and to celebrate
Hwa Chong's 100th Anniversary.
Members of the public will learn more
about the contributions of Chinese
pioneers in the education sector and the
significance of the Clock Tower in Hwa
Chong Institution, which is gazetted as
a national monument, They will also visit
Kuo Chuan House, the Hwa Chong
heritage centre.
Singapore’s public housing programme
benefits nuclear families – usually a
heterosexual married couple, and their
children, if any. But there are other
family typologies that exists within
Singapore, which includes but is not
limited to single-parent family, and
elderly living alone. Join us as we
discuss and question the current
housing policies regarding non-nuclear

xvii

families, and attempt to envision a more
inclusive Singapore.

9 Mar

9 Mar

1:30 to
3:30pm & 7
to 9pm

12pm
onwards

The Substation

Our Tampines
Hub - Festive
Walk East

Yale-NUS
College

Tampines GRC

Project IDIOM
Concert and
Web Archive

SB Exhibition @
Tampines

Moderated by: Professor Jane M.
Jacobs
Panellists: Dr Lilian Chee, Lim Jingzhou,
Professor Ng Koh Hoe
Project IDIOM presents a series of
concerts showcasing the wide variety of
local Classical music. These works span
a myriad of different styles, aesthetics,
and approaches, ranging from the work
of Leong Yoon Pin — often referred to
as “the doyen of Singapore composers”
— to composers of a younger
generation, such as Diana Soh and
Emily Koh. Performers include Take 5,
Singapore’s premier piano quintet,
pianist Nicholas Loh – a fierce champion
of contemporary music, and awardwinning choir The Graduate Singers.
These concerts accompany the launch
of Project IDIOM's web repository on
local Classical music compositions in
Singapore over the last few decades,
featuring film interviews and profiles of
local composers.
Singapore
Bicentennial
(SB)
@
Tampines will capture reflections and
stories at both the national and local
levels. At the local level, iconic
landmarks in Tampines such as the
xviii

9 Mar

2pm to
5:30pm

Hwa Chong
Institution
661 Bukit Timah
Road, 269734

Hwa Chong
Institution

Hwa Chong
Travelling
Exhibition:
Chinese
Business
Pioneers –
Supporting
Singapore’s
Education

9 to 10 Mar

9am to 9pm

Blk 105 Yishun
Ring Road
Chong Pang City
Amphitheatre

Chong Pang CC

10 Mar

2pm to 4pm

Ballroom, Level
3, Furama
RiverFront,
Singapore

Goh Loo Club &
Tan Kah Kee
Foundation

Retracing
Footsteps:
Chong Pang
City to Chye
Kay Village
Goh Loo Club
and Tan Kah
Kee Foundation
Cultural
Seminar 3 Singapore
Bicentennial
Edition

Round Market and the Chinese Temple
will be featured, and residents can get to
share their stories about growing up and
living in Tampines.
A travelling exhibition about three
Chinese pioneers who contributed to the
education sector in Singapore, namely
Mr Tan Kah Kee, Mr Lee Kong Chian,
Mr Tan Lark Sye. This exhibit will be part
of the Heritage trail which opens to the
public on 9 March 2019. Thereafter, the
exhibition will travel to different parts of
Singapore, e.g the Istana, Institutions of
Higher learning etc.
Art and photo exhibition illustrating the
olden Chong Pang/Nee Soon. At the
event, nostalgic game booths are
available for residents to try out.
As part of its series of seminars, the Goh
Loo Club has invited local historian Mr
Kua Bak Lim to speak about the history
of the Chinese clan associations in
Singapore. The talk will trace the history
of the development of the Singapore
Chinese clan associations from the
early colonial years to the present, and
examine the current role and future
prospects of these organisations. The
session will be chaired by Prof Kenneth
Dean.
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10 Mar

1pm to 3pm

SPRMRKT at
STPI
41 Robertson
Quay S238236

Yale-NUS
College

MEANTIME
Zine Launch,
Exhibition

10 Mar and
16 Mar

2pm to
3.30pm

The Projector

Yale-NUS
College

Rojak Romance

6pm to
7.30pm

Indian Heritage
Centre

13 Mar

7pm to
8:30pm

The Arts House,
Blue Room

Yale-NUS
College

The Art of
Interpreting
History

Stashed away in our drawers are
forgotten old photographs, yellowed and
frayed with time. A first date at the
cinema in the 1950s. A wedding shoot
at a studio in the 1960s. A family day out
at the amusement park in the 1970s.
Each frame tells a love story from a time
and space in the past.
Revisit and reimagine historical events
and places in MEANTIME, an
independent zine collecting love stories
from Singapore’s past.
In this documentary film, a young mixedrace couple (a Malaysian Ceylonese
Tamil male and a Chinese American
female) interrogate differing religious
backgrounds, expectations on children,
and meeting each other’s families, as
they speculate on how to exist as a
mixed-race couple in multiracial, yet
CMIO-centric
Singapore.
Through
Tinesh and Jane's personal journey,
Rojak Romance examines the history
and identity of the Ceylonese Tamil
community.
Following the screening, there will be a
post-show dialogue with Tinesh, Jane,
and the filmmakers.
This panel discussion features artistic
approaches to historical narratives and
looks at how it expands our historical
imagination. We will discuss the ways in
xx

which history can be constructed and
performed outside of conventional
academic
settings.

14 Mar

7pm to 9pm

The Projector,
Blue Room

Yale-NUS
College

Reimagining
Histories |
Golden
Slumbers

Moderated by: Dr Nurfadzilah Yahaya
Panelists: Alfian Sa’at and Kate
Pocklington
Before the Khmer Rouge seized power
in Cambodia in 1975, the country had a
thriving, beloved domestic film industry,
with its own studios, stars and cinemas.
As part of the policy of genocide the
regime brutally eradicated filmmakers,
films and cinemas. Decades later,
filmmaker Davy Chou, who has his own
personal connection with Cambodian
cinema’s past, goes in search of what
was left, and finds ruins, fragments and
the few remaining survivors of the
industry, all with tales to tell. Through
these
haunting
absences
and
presences, the power of cinema, even in
memory, endures.
—
REIMAGINING HISTORIES
This short season of films presents four
feature-length ‘documentaries’ that
interrogate specific national histories,
from Ireland, USA, Cambodia and the
Philippines. Using various strategies,
many of which reinvent our notions of
documentary, each of these films
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15 Mar to 7
Apr
(Weekends)

9am to 9pm

Singapore
Hokkien Huay
Kuan and Thian
Hock Keng
Temple

158 Telok Ayer
Street Singapore
068613

Guided tours of
Thian Hock
Keng and the
wall mural

15 to 16 Mar

7pm (15
Mar)
12 pm (16
Mar)

FOUND @
Prinsep

Yale-NUS
College

Merged

16 Mar

9am to
1:30pm

Meeting point
SFCCA, Level 1

Singapore
Federation of
Chinese Clan
Associations

Builders of
Singapore
Heritage Trails Indian

explores how histories (and films) are
lost and recovered, how personal
stories intermingle with national events,
and how fictions often reveal greater
truths than any official set of facts.
Built in 1840, Thian Hock Keng Temple
is a "living" testament to the dedication
and commitment of our forefathers
towards community development and
social cohesion. Join the guided tours of
the temple and the 3D wall mural to
discover the treasures behind this
architectural masterpiece, and the
stories of our forefathers. Guided tours
are free-of-charge and available on the
weekends from 15 March to 7 April
2019.
Pre-registration
with
admin@shhk.com.sg is required.
Merged is an interactive documentary
on Singapore’s biggest school merger. It
takes a closer look at the city-state’s
changing
social
and
education
landscapes, by focusing on Tampines
Junior College (TPJC)’s last days.
Join us for the launch and screening of
the interactive documentary, including a
panel discussion on Singapore's
changing educational landscape.
Participants will be brought on a guided
visit to view iconic monuments and
infrastructure built by Indian labourers
during the 19th and 20th centuries.
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Labourers
Series

16 Mar

9am to
12pm

Masjid Al Huda,
Fong Yun Thai
Association &
Hoon San
Temple
The Moon
37 Mosque St

Bukit Timah CC

Bukit Timah
Guided Heritage
Tour

17 Mar

6:30pm to
8.30pm

Yale-NUS
College

The Future Of
Our Pasts:
Festival Closing
Reception and
Public Reading

23 Mar

9:30am to
1:00pm

Starting Point:
Old Bibik's
Peranakan
Kitchen
328 Joo Chiat
Road
#01-02
Singapore
427585

Marine Parade
GRC

Photo Walk - A
Walk Through of
Singapore's
Peranakan
Culture in
Marine Parade
& Joo Chiat

23 Mar
to 31 Dec

10am to
5pm

Nagore Dargah
Indian Muslim
Heritage Centre,
140 Telok Ayer
Street, Singapore
068604

Nagore Dargah
Indian Muslim
Heritage Centre

ND 200 Photo
Exhibition: From
Singapore to
Singaporean Pioneers and
Descendants

Participants will catch a glimpse of early
Singapore and rediscover the immense
contribution of these builders as they
visit trail sites such as the Istana
Heritage Gallery and Cavenagh Bridge.
Come join us on this guided tour to learn
more about the interesting facts and
history during our Bukit Timah Heritage
Trail, such as Masjid Al Huda Mosque
and Fong Yun Thai Association.
Join us to celebrate the conclusion of
The Future of Our Pasts Festival with a
reading by participants of a writing
workshop that ran parallel to the festival.
Listen to stories of memory and
forgetting; histories of a different kind.
For all those who love the cultural vibe
along with an exploration of the
Peranakan History and Heritage in
Singapore, you will discover hidden
gems and private museum such as
Katong Antique House, etc. during the
Photo Walk. A Peranakan House Party
will also be held in Joo Chiat CC where
participants can immerse themselves in
the many prominent Peranakan pasttimes and activities.
To commemorate the Singapore
Bicentennial, the Nagore Dargah Indian
Muslim Heritage Centre, with support
from the Singapore Bicentennial Office,
is making a call to Singaporeans to
contribute their personal photographs
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April

23 to 24 Mar

1pm to 9pm

Chinatown

Chinatown
Business
Association

Five Foot
Festival

30 Mar

Multiple
shows

Former Bukit
Timah Railway
Station (Black
Truss Bridge, just
next to The
Sterling condo on
Bukit Timah
Road

Comfort Theatre
by Desert Wine

Railway
Records

12 Apr

8pm

Singapore Indian
Fine Arts Society

Esplanade
Theatre

Natya Yatra
2019

towards an exhibition "From Singapore
to Singaporeans - Pioneers and
Descendants". The exhibition will be
held at the centre - along Singapore's
original waterfront at Telok Ayer.
As Chinatown continues to modernise,
certain parts of its history may fade over
time. The Five-Footway Festival will
once again bring this memory to the
fore, through interesting cultural
experiences.
Chinatown
will
be
transformed into an epic story precinct
led by the Five Footway Festival. Over
the two days of activities, there will be
workshops,
crafts
and
trades
showcases, walking tours, street
activities (Clog Racing), multimedia
projections of growing up stories, and
food and beverages.
Railway Records comprises five short
theatrical monologues celebrating our
past and present link to our railways
system,
which
has
helped
Singaporeans journey between our
island and Malaysia for over a hundred
years. The Railways also helped shape
the personal and professional journeys
of those who came to Singapore to seek
better opportunities, and provided a
quick trip for Singaporeans whose
relatives lived in Malaysia.
As part of the SIFAS Festival of
Classical Indian Dance, Music and Arts
xxiv

Apr to May

Sentosa

Sentosa
Development
Corporation

My Mount Faber
- Sentosa Tours

Apr to Jul

2pm to 6pm

Eunos
Community Club,
180 Bedok
Reservoir Rd,
Singapore
479220

Eunos CC

Malay Culture
@ Kampung
Eunos – Then &
Now

Apr to Jul

2pm to 6pm

Open Field next
to Hougang MRT

Bedok
ReservoirPunggol CC

Teochews of
Hougang

2019, Natya Yatra, an original
production which commemorates 100
years of classical Indian dance in
Singapore. This production brings
together dances from SIFAS, Bhaskar's
Art, Temple of Fine Arts and Usha Rani
Maniam Dance School.
Free guided tours by MyCommunity Tour 1 will feature Mount Faber and
Sentosa - Fort Siloso on every 2nd
Saturday of the Month. Tour 2 - Mount
Faber and Sentosa - Fort Serapong on
every 2nd Sunday of the month.
Experience the rich Malay culture and
history in Eunos from early 1900s to
present. Did you know that Jalan Eunos
was also home to one of the last Malay
settlements in Singapore? Jalan Eunos
has evolved from a Malay settlement
village in the late 1920s to become a
modern high-rise private and public
housing area as well as industrial
estates in its vicinity.
Join us in a journey of Teochews from
China in the 1800s. Many of these
Teochews moved to the Hougang area
then. Hougang had many Teochew
immigrants, who were great contributors
to Singapore. Travel back in time where
street wayangs, itinerant Chinese
medicine men and story tellers spinning
yarns in one of the biggest Teochew
Village of Tua Jia Kha or Sompah
xxv

6 Apr

5pm to
6.30pm

Meeting point:
Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre Lobby,
Level 1 (1 Straits
Boulevard,
Singapore
018906)

Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre

“In search of
golden fortune”
Heritage trail

13 Apr to 21
Apr

11am to
9pm

Wisma Geylang
Serai

Singapore
Bicentennial
Office and
People’s
Association

South East CDC
Bicentennial
Roadshow

Serangoon Village at Hougang Street
21.
A heritage trail following the fortunes of
Singapore’s “Wall Street” from the time
when it was first named Raffles Way in
the Central Business District (CBD),
popularly known as “Golden Shoe”.
Nowadays, “Golden Shoe” has become
one of the most important financial
centres in the world. The walking trail
starts from Singapore Chinese Cultural
Centre, followed by touring the modern
landscape of the CBD and walking down
Shenton Way and Robinson Road. The
tour will end at Lau Pa Sat, one of the
Singapore’s oldest and popular food
centres.
The Singapore Bicentennial Roadshows
are an open invitation to residents to
take part in an interactive experience,
including a showcase of Singapore’s
700-year history, charting out evolution
from a place with a geographically
strategic location, to a nation and people
with a unique Singaporean DNA. The
roadshows will also feature other fun
programmes such as an interactive
table sharing interesting historical
nuggets on the various places in
Singapore, and a lenticular wall feature
amongst others.
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13 and 14
Apr

9:30am to
5:30pm

Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre,
Zhong Sheng
Jian Recital
Studio, Level 6

Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre

Diversity and
Singapore
Ethnic Chinese
Communities International
Conference

20 Apr

2pm to
4.30pm

Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre, Zhong
Sheng Jian
recital studio,
Level 6
1 Straits
Boulevard,
Singapore
018906

Singapore
Federation of
Chinese Clan
Associations

Unsung Heroes
Talks/Seminars

SCCC Far East
Organisation
Auditorium, Level
9 ( 1 Straits
Boulevard,

Dance
Ensemble
Singapore

20 Apr

3pm & 8pm

WHISPERS
FROM THE
DRAGON'S
TEETH GATE
龙牙门重现

This international conference brings
together over twenty Singaporean
academics from local and overseas
tertiary institutions. The conference's
five panels will examine different
aspects of the Singapore Chinese
community, namely, identity, religion,
literature, language and popular culture,
before concluding with a roundtable
discussion on the current state and
possible future developments of the
community. The conference will be
bilingual, conducted in both English and
Mandarin, and will include panellists
from other ethnic groups.
In line with its Unsung Heroes
programme series, the SFCCA is
organising talks and seminars where
subject matter experts will be invited to
speak on topics relevant to Singapore's
history and culture.
In commemoration of Singapore's 200
years of history, the topics will be
pertinent to the theme of "Unsung
Heroes of Singapore", to promote a
deeper understanding of these heroes
of Singapore.
Singapore has been known by many
names throughout our recorded history.
Though a young independent state, its
people have continued to mature and
cultivate shared memories with our
xxvii

Singapore
018906)

21 Apr

10am to
5pm

26 Apr

27 Apr

8am to 1pm

TBC

Perikatan
Tulisan Jawi
Singapura

PTJS Launch of
Isa Kamari's
'Duka Tuan
Bertakhta'

Yong Siew Toh
(YST)
Conservatory

British Council

Aurora
Orchestra
Concert

Montfort School
Hall
50 Hougang
Avenue 8
S(538785)

Montfort School

Montfort
Schools'
Heritage Gallery
Launch

neighbours in Southeast Asia. Dance
Ensemble
Singapore
presents
‘Whispers from the Dragon’s Teeth
Gate’, a dance drama that brings us into
a mystical realm of rediscovering our
Island’s heritage.
Cultural Medallion recipient Isa Kamari
will be launching a Jawi version of his
novel, ‘Duka Tuan Bertakhta' as part of
the Singapore Bicentennial. This launch
is part of Perikatan Tulisan Jawi
Singapura (PTJS)’s (loosely translated
as the Singapore Jawi Writing
Association) efforts to promote the
history, learning and writing in Jawi.
Jawi inscriptions have been known to be
a main form of writing and
communications in various manuscripts
around the Archipelago and dates as far
back as the 14th Century. The book
launch will be followed by a seminar of
literary discussions pertaining Jawi
manuscripts.
Visit of the Aurora Orchestra as part of
the Shaw Foundation/Yong Siew Toh
(YST) Conservatory’s “Ones to Watch”
series.
The gallery will tell the history of the
Montfort schools and serve as a
platform to cultivate a sense of
belonging and identity to the school. A
new section has also been created to
feature
the
community.
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27 Apr

11am to
3pm

Wisma Geylang
Serai
1 Engku Aman
Turn
Singapore
408528

Marine Parade
GRC

The Peranakan
Festival

27 Apr

TBC

TBC

Ngee Ann
Kongsi and
Yueh Hai Ching
Temple

Launch of
Chinese Book
on Yueh Hai
Ching Temple

27 Apr

7pm to 9pm

Open space
outside Marsiling
MRT

Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC

Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC
Bicentennial
Roving
Exhibition

Heritage Trail - A location-based
interactive mobile app heritage trail of
the school and Hougang/Punggol area.
Trail 1, covers the understanding of the
school's history and heritage. Trail 2,
explores Montfort's neighbourhood Hougang & Punggol.
Join us in celebrating the Peranakan
Culture and Heritage in Singapore
through a series of Peranakan-inspired
fringe activities, stage programmes and
curated workshops. Winning works from
the photography competition themed,
"Our Cultural Blend" will also be
exhibited.
Yueh Hai Ching Temple, Singapore's
oldest Teochew temple was last
restored between 2011 and 2013 and
received
two
awards
URA
Architectural Heritage Award 2014 and
2014 UNESCO Asia Pacific Awards for
Cultural Heritage Conservation - Award
of Merit. The book by Dr Lee Chee
Hiang and Dr Yeo Kang Shua is a record
of the social history and restoration
efforts of the Temple with its roots dating
back to the 1820s.
The
“Marsiling-Yew
Tee
GRC
Bicentennial Roving Exhibition” aims to
provide an opportunity for residents to
reflect and look deeply at Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC history. The pop-up event will
also promote the upcoming Bicentennial
xxix

May

27 Apr

11am to
3pm

Heartbeat @
Bedok

Kampong Chai
Chee CC

Uncover the rich
history of Bedok

1 May

2pm to 4pm

Yew Tee Point
Atrium

Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC

Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC
Bicentennial
Roving
Exhibition

4 May to 12
May

11am to
9pm

Toa Payoh HDB
Hub Atrium

Singapore
Bicentennial
Office and
People’s
Association

Central
Singapore CDC
Bicentennial
Roadshow

Play production on 18 May 2019 by
showcasing the local and professional
talented cast.
Learn about the history of Bedok
through artwork contributed by the local
community! Pick up interesting factoids
and find out how you can be a part of the
exciting murals and art trails coming
soon
The
“Marsiling-Yew
Tee
GRC
Bicentennial Roving Exhibition” aims to
provide an opportunity for residents to
reflect and look deeply at Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC history. The pop-up event will
also promote the upcoming Bicentennial
Play production on 18 May 2019 by
showcasing the local and professional
talented cast.
The Singapore Bicentennial Roadshows
are an open invitation to residents to
take part in an interactive experience,
including a showcase of Singapore’s
700-year history, charting out evolution
from a place with a geographically
strategic location, to a nation and people
with a unique Singaporean DNA. The
roadshows will also feature other fun
programmes such as an interactive
table sharing interesting historical
nuggets on the various places in
Singapore, and a lenticular wall feature
amongst others.
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18 May

1pm to 3pm
(One
Matinee
Show)
7pm – 9pm
(Actual
Show)

The Republic
Polytechnic
Cultural Centre

Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC

Marsiling-Yew
Tee GRC MY
Bicentennial
Play Production
"MY Bridge of
Light"

25 May

9am to 3pm

Bishan CC, 51
Bishan St 13,
S579799

Bishan-Toa
Payoh GRC

Singapore
Bicentennial
comes to
Bishan-Toa
Payoh

25 May

9am to
12pm

Kallang
Community Club
Auditorium
45 Boon Keng
Road, S339771

Kallang CC and
Whampoa CC

Trace your
Heritage @
Whampoa

Marsiling-Yew Tee GRC presents a
musical play production which will reenact significant historical moments in
Marsiling – Yew Tee GRC. The
audience will appreciate the selfdetermination of the residents in the
past as the play reflects their trials and
tribulations in the past during the
Japanese Occupation and the sacrifices
of our forefathers. At the end of the play,
the audience will be able to appreciate
the multi-racialism and peace in
Singapore.
Calling all friends and family members
to form a team of 4-6 to participate in our
Amazing Race competition where we
get to learn more interesting facts and
history behind prominent landmarks
through fun and laughter. For those
young at heart, fret not as we do have
heritage trails suitable for all ages. Did
you know that Kwong Wai Siew Pek San
Teng existed back in the 1870s as a
cemetery?
.
Snap photos of heritage places in
Whampoa! Join us in our Photography
Competition and share your perspective
of Whampoa through the various
landmarks. With attractive prizes to be
won! In addition, there will be a Heritage
Carnival with nostalgic games, cultural
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25 May

9am to
12pm

Outside Sheng
Siong open
space at Blk 88
Tanglin Halt

Buona Vista CC
and Leng Kee
CC

Buona Vista and
Queenstown
Heritage Trail
Amazing Race

25 May

11am to
130pm

Outside Sheng
Siong open
space at Blk 88
Tanglin Halt

Buona Vista CC
and Leng Kee
CC

"Our Stories of
Buona Vista and
Queenstown" Family Carnival

25 May

9am to 1pm

Changi-Simei CC

Changi-Simei
CC

Bicentennial
Heritage Tour

food and stage performances for all to
enjoy!
For the Heritage Trail Amazing Race,
teams will have to answer questions
based on the history and heritage of
Buona Vista and Queenstown before
they are given clues to their next check
point.
The race will help residents understand
the rich culture and history of the various
sites, especially for the younger
generation.
"Our stories of Buona Vista and
Queenstown" depicts the past and
present of both constituencies with funfilled games, food kiosks and interesting
facts about My Queenstown, Holland
Village, Red bricks houses at Holland
Drive and other iconic landmarks. It is a
family carnival which serves as a
platforms for the young to the seniors in
appreciating the history of Buona Vista
and Queenstown and enjoy the fun
activities simultaneously.
Join us in visiting the historical spots in
Changi and reliving the past! These
sites include the Johore Battery,
NEWater Plant, Changi Chapel, Old
Changkat Changi School Sites, and
more! Bus tour and lunch is included.
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25 May to 8
Jun 19

Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre

Singapore
Chinese Cultural
Centre

Cultural
Extravaganza
2019

25 May to 25 9am to
Jun
10pm

Tanglin CC, 245
Whitley Road
S297829

MoulmeinCairnhill CC

Brick Art
Peranakan
Showcase

26 May

Teck Ghee
Community Club,
861 Ang Mo Kio
Avenue 10
S569734

Ang Mo Kio
GRC and
Sengkang West
SMC

Happily, Ever
After: Then and
Now

9am to 1pm

The SCCC Cultural Extravaganza is an
annual platform showcasing local
talents across different fields, as they
present the best of our unique
Singapore Chinese culture through a
showcase of arts and cultural to the
community. This year, the public can
look forward to a fusion of both
traditional
and
contemporary
presentations of Chinese art forms,
including a musical, dance, performing
arts, cultural workshops, music, and
more. The festival will end off with
SCCC's signature “Sing. 浪 ” concert
where
we
celebrate
Singapore
homegrown music and artistes making
waves locally and globally.
Lego Bricks 2D and 3D Exhibition
Panels, which have been co-created by
residents, students and Brick Art IG
members, will showcase Singapore’s
culture. The Brick Art creation will allow
residents to take part in a structured
programme, which will highlight the
Peranakan culture. For example, a
vintage car that was used in the past,
can be replicated in a form of the Brick
Art Lego creation.
Calling out to residents of Ang Mo Kio
GRC and Sengkang West SMC! Come
journey through the times with us as we
explore the Wedding Ceremonies and
Customs of times long gone to modern
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28 May

June

3.00pm to
4.30pm

Yuying
Secondary
School

Yuying
Secondary
School, 47
Hougang Ave 1,
Singapore
538884

Launch of
Yuying Heritage
Gallery

28 May to 30
Jun

National Library
Building
Basement 1

Kolam Ayer CC

Kolam Ayer Our Home by
the Kallang
River – Past,
Present and
Future

Jun to Jul

Sentosa

Sentosa
Development
Corporation

day today. See and hear it for yourself
as we explore the evolution of wedding
customs of various racial groups from
the 1920s to 2017. Share with us your
nostalgic photographs of Ang Mo Kio
and be a part of this experience!
The 109th anniversary of Yuying
Secondary School will be told in a new
heritage gallery consisting of a mural
wall, a gallery as well as a lightbox
exhibition. The gallery showcases
photos of past and present with
interesting artefacts from the school's
past including a Yock Eng High School
sports jacket worn by students in the
1940s and the school bell which has
been with the school since 1910.
There will be a guided tour by our own
student leaders around the heritage.
After the tour, there will be a small
reception provided. A short presentation
will be provided at the end for visitors to
know more about the school.
Come join us to learn more about the
happenings of the Kallang River 700
years ago. You will also get to know
more about the present and future of
Kallang River through our exhibition. If
you are keen in a Heritage Trail, please
contact Kolam Ayer CC.
Sentosa will be organising day trips in
the month of June and July, including a
brief tour on Sentosa’s history, and boat
xxxiv

1 Jun to 30
Jun

TBC

Freemasons Hall

Freemasons

Freemasons
Hall

3 Jun to Jan
2020

TBC

Lee Kong Chian
Natural History
Museum,
National
University of
Singapore

Lee Kong Chian
Natural History
Museum

‘200: A Natural
History’
Exhibition and
Book Launch

rides to the Southern Islands (St. John's
and Kusu Islands).
Freemasonry is one of the world's oldest
and largest fraternal and charitable
organisations. There were a number of
freemasons, Sir Stamford Raffles being
one,
who
contributed
to
the
development of early Singapore. There
are buildings and landmarks designed
by them which still stands. The open
house will introduce Singaporeans to
some of these early contributors.
‘200: A Natural History’ will for the first
time bring together the most significant
events, places and people that have
shaped two centuries of Singapore’s
natural history, through an exhibition
and an accompanying book interpreting
a diverse array of anecdotal and
scientific histories which intertwine with
the cultural heritage of Singapore.
The
exhibition
incorporates
the
curiousness of the collector; an intrigue
which has inspired both scientific and
artistic minds of humans for centuries. It
will feature lesser-known plants and
animals, anecdotes detailing the ways in
which people in Singapore's early years
interacted with wildlife, and the stories of
the individuals who have helped shape
the biodiversity scene in Singapore in
one way or another.
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7 or 14 Jun

Fort Canning
Centre

Singapore
Federation of
Chinese Clan
Associations

Launch of the
English version
of “A General
History of the
Chinese in
Singapore”

16 Jun

9am to 2pm

Henderson
Community Club,
500 Bukit Merah
View
Singapore
159682

HendersonDawson CC

Our Heritage,
Our History

22 Jun

9am to 6pm

Malay Heritage
Centre
85 Sultan Gate
Singapore
198501

Kampong Glam
CC

Remembering
our Heritage in
Kampong Glam

SFCCA and World Scientific Publishing
Co. will be unveiling the English version
of the book “A General History of the
Chinese in Singapore”. Originally
published as a gift for Singapore's
golden jubilee, the Chinese edition had
received overwhelming response. The
English counterpart will likewise
chronicle the history of the early
Chinese migrants from the 14th century
to modern Singapore. In light of the
struggles and hardships faced by these
Chinese pioneers, SFCCA hopes that
the tome will foster a greater
appreciation of their contributions and
motivate readers to continue their
legacies.
Learn more about the rich culture and
heritage of Hong San See Temple,
Chettiars Temple, Queenstown Jamek
Mosque
and
Orchard
Road
Presbyterian Church through this
heritage trail. The heritage trail will end
with hawker fare of popular traditional
food.
Do you know about the history of
Kampong Glam?
Come join us in this guided tour to get a
better understanding of what used to be
a thriving trading port, now developed
into an urban city space with trendy food
places.
xxxvi

22 Jun to 30
Jun

11am to
9pm

Our Tampines
Singapore
Hub, Festive East Bicentennial
Walk
Office and
People’s
Association

North East CDC
Bicentennial
Roadshow

22 Jun

10am to
1pm

1 Bukit Timah
Railway Station,
Singapore
599938

Ulu Pandan CC

Remembering
Rail Corridor

22 Jun

2pm to 7pm

Start from the
respective CCs in
Tampines and
end at Our
Tampines Hub

Tampines GRC

Tampines Trail Amazing Race

The Singapore Bicentennial Roadshows
are an open invitation to residents to
take part in an interactive experience,
including a showcase of Singapore’s
700-year history, charting out evolution
from a place with a geographically
strategic location, to a nation and people
with a unique Singaporean DNA. The
roadshows will also feature other fun
programmes such as an interactive
table sharing interesting historical
nuggets on the various places in
Singapore, and a lenticular wall feature
amongst others.
To share the history of the rail corridor
and Ulu Pandan with the community, as
well as its existence and significance in
transforming Singapore from its early
days in 1900s to the modern Singapore
we have today. This will be shared
through a guided tour with the display of
exhibition panels and some nostalgic
games, food and beverage stalls.
The Tampines Trail is similar to an
Amazing Race where participants in
groups of 4 will use clues that will bring
them around iconic or significant
landmarks in Tampines. At each station,
participants will also perform tasks
involving historical elements, such as
kampong games or jobs carried out in
the past.
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23 Jun

6.30pm

Tan Tock Seng
Hospital

Pearl's Hill

TTSH Charity
Heritage Walk
2019

29 Jun to 3
Jul

6.30pm to
9.30pm (29
June)

Kampung
Admiralty,
Community Plaza

Sembawang
GRC

Sayang
Sembawang Sembawang
GRC Singapore
Bicentennial
Project

Yishun Town
Square, 3
Northpoint Drive
Singapore
768020

Nee Soon
Central CC

Exploring
Yishun @ Nee
Soon Central

Radin Mas
Community Club,
51 Telok Blangah
Crescent
Singapore
098917, and
various locations.

Bukit Merah CC
and Radin Mas
CC

Radin Mas
Heritage Trail Iconic
Landmarks Past
and Present

Telok Blangah
and Dover area

Telok Blangah
CC

Communities of
our Home: From
e-book to

29 Jun

30 Jun

July

Jul

11.00am to
9.30pm (30
June to 3
July)
5:30pm to
8:30pm

9am to 1pm

This milestone event will commemorate
the hospital's 175th Anniversary, and
mark 200 years of Singapore's history.
All proceeds collection will go to TTSH
Community Fund for delivering and
improving patient care.
Learn about the history of Sembawang,
significant landmarks and the way of life
in the past at this interactive 5-day
exhibition at Kampung Admiralty! Be
fascinated as you discover the remnants
of the past that still stand in Sembawang
today.
Help Yishun residents find their place in
history
through discovering
and
collecting aspects of community history.
You can draw, paint or take a photo of a
significant part of Yishun and include a
paragraph on what it means to you.
Come and join us as we tour the present
and past iconic landmarks in Radin Mas,
which together depict the developments
in the area and the progress that the
nation has made over the years. Learn
more about the interesting facts and
history
behind
these
prominent
landmarks such as Kampong Radin
Mas, the black-and-white bungalows,
Carmelite Monastery and many more.
Join us on our heritage trails for a unique
opportunity to relive and experience the
history of Telok Blangah, visiting sites
xxxviii

physical guided
trails

13 Jul

6pm to 9pm

Adjacent to 210
Boon Lay Place

Boon Lay CC

Boon Lay
Heritage Trees

14 Jul

9am to 1pm

Kreta Ayer
People's Theatre,
30A Kreta Ayer
Rd S088997 and
Kreta Ayer CC,
28A Kreta Ayer
Rd S088995

Kreta Ayer – Kim The Kreta Ayer
Seng CC
People’s
Theatre Memory
Lane and Kreta
Ayer Heritage
Gallery

such as the Golden Bell Mansion, the
Alkaff Mansion, as well as important
battle sites during the Japanese
invasion which decided the fate of
Singapore during World War II.
Walk down Boon Lay's memory lane
and retrace its history from the 1850s
through prominent landmarks such as
the Savoy Theatre, Boon Lay Swimming
Pool and Boon Lay Shopping Centre,
Learn more about the pioneer Chew
Boon Lay and how his contributions laid
the foundations for Boon Lay as we
know it today.
The KAPT Memorable Walkway and
Kreta Ayer Heritage Gallery is an
exhibition that showcases the Social
and Place History of the early settlement
area; in the precursor of early
Chinatown, encompassing the area
from the southern bank of the Singapore
River to Pearl's Hill. It will feature the
overview of the early Singapore River
and its transformation, the Chinatown
and its early settlers.
The Kreta Ayer Heritage Gallery will
display the rich intangible cultural
heritage of the Chinese through exhibits
donated/loaned from the community to
showcase the Traditional Arts and
Culture such as Chinese Opera,
Chinese Puppetry, Nanyin Music,
xxxix

14 Jul

8am to
11:30am

Blk 813 Yishun
Ring Road

Nee Soon South
CC

Nee Soon South
Mural Launch

20 Jul to 28
Jul

11am to
9pm

Northpoint City,
Level 1 South
Wing

Singapore
Bicentennial
Office and
People’s
Association

North West
CDC
Bicentennial
Roadshow

21 Jul

5pm to 9pm

Open Field at
Pasir Ris –
Junction Between Punggol GRC
Punggol East and
Punggol Central
(TBC)

Pasir RisPunggol
Singapore
Bicentennial
2019

Chinese Calligraphy and Painting and
Tea Appreciation Arts.
Come join us in the 4th edition of the
Nee Soon South Mural Town Launch to
learn more about the history of Yishun
and Khatib; prominent historical areas
such as the Sembawang Hot Springs,
and Nee Soon's very own pineapple
plantation!
The Singapore Bicentennial Roadshows
are an open invitation to residents to
take part in an interactive experience,
including a showcase of Singapore’s
700-year history, charting out evolution
from a place with a geographically
strategic location, to a nation and people
with a unique Singaporean DNA. The
roadshows will also feature other fun
programmes such as an interactive
table sharing interesting historical
nuggets on the various places in
Singapore, and a lenticular wall feature
amongst others.
Come join us for a fun-filled day at the
Pasir Ris - Punggol Street Parade
Carnival (Bicentennial Edition). The
Carnival will include local fares and
carnival rides for residents. There will be
a series of exhibition panels showcasing
the past, present and future of Pasir Ris
- Punggol. The Annual Punggol North
Street Parade will also feature
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27 Jul

27 Jul

2pm to 6pm

1pm to 8pm

Our Tampines
Hub (1 Tampines
Walk Singapore
528523)

Various locations
around the GRC

Eurasian
Association

Choa Chu Kang
GRC and Hong
Kah North SMC

Keat Hong CC,
Level 1 Atrium
(Choa Chu Kang
Loop, S689687

27 Jul

5pm to 8pm

Amphitheatre
next to Blk 15

Bedok CC

Eurasian
Festival

Rediscovering
our Home :
Choa Chua
Kang GRC &
Hong Kah North
SMC

Singapore
Bicentennial @
Bedok

performing groups from different
schools.
The Eurasian Festival is a carnival-style
community event with food, booths,
games and stage performances, for the
whole community to find out more about
the
Eurasian
culture
and
to
commemorate EA’s centenary together.
The
Festival
was
first
was
conceptualised in 2016 to raise
awareness of the Eurasian community.
A series of programmes starting from
2017 were planned in the lead up to the
Eurasian
Association’s
100th
Anniversary this year.
Did you know that tigers used to roam
around the various forests in Singapore,
especially in Bukit Timah, Choa Chu
Kang and Yio Chu Kang, and the last
wild tiger was shot by hunters at Choa
Chu Kang in 1930s? Did you also know
that despite being an urban city, we still
have several farms here in Singapore?
Take part in a series of heritage walks
around the estate of Choa Chu Kang
GRC and Hong Kah North SMC to
discover the untold stories and
interesting facts about the landmarks.
Come with us on a journey through time,
as we explore the rich food and place
history in Bedok. Aside from the
xli

Bedok South
Road
28 Jul

August

9am to 1pm

Open Field in
front of Blk 142
Potong Pasir Ave
3

Potong Pasir CC

Passage of
Time - Our
Potong Pasir

31 Jul to 4
Aug

Suntec
Singapore
Convention and
Exhibition Centre
Hall 401-402

Association of
Singapore
Philatelists

SINGPEX 2019
36th Asian
International
Stamp
Exhibition

2 Aug to 13
Aug

ION Art Gallery,
Level 4

ION Orchard

Singapore Art
Society
Exhibition 2019:

immersive informative displays, there
would also be a slew of food trails that
everyone can appreciate
Do you know that Potong Pasir, means
‘cut sand’ in Malay? Potong Pasir was a
major sand quarry from the early 1900s
to the 1950s. There were also many
agricultural activities in the 1970s! Being
a low-lying area, flooding was also a
major concern in Potong Pasir and
villagers would take refuge in the nearby
school situated on higher grounds.
Come and join us in our guided tour and
exhibitions to find out more about the
interesting stories and heritage.
The SINGPEX 2019 36th Asian
International
Stamp
Exhibition
(SINGPEX 2019) will commemorate
Singapore 200 years of history and
celebrate 100 years of First Airmail
Service in Singapore. With the
patronage of the Federation of InterAsian
Philately
(F.I.A.P.)
and
Recognition of Federation lnternationale
de Philatelie (FIP) this exhibition will
include seminars, meetings and
showcase the most comprehensive
collection of the Straits Settlements,
Malaya
and
all
worldwide
by
participating exhibitors.
The Singapore Art Society is proud to
organise an exhibition, supported by the
Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre and
xlii

3 Aug to 11
Aug

3 Aug

11.00am
- 9.00pm

6pm to
930pm

Bicentennial
Edition

ION Art Gallery, ION Orchard. The
vision of the exhibition is to portray
centuries of our nation's historic journey
through the medium of art. Featuring
roughly 70 pieces, the Singapore Art
Society's
exhibition
will
capture
distinctive styles and techniques
documenting our historic past.
The Singapore Bicentennial Roadshows
are an open invitation to residents to
take part in an interactive experience,
including a showcase of Singapore’s
700-year history, charting out evolution
from a place with a geographically
strategic location, to a nation and people
with a unique Singaporean DNA. The
roadshows will also feature other fun
programmes such as an interactive
table sharing interesting historical
nuggets on the various places in
Singapore, and a lenticular wall feature
amongst others.
Recollecting our Past, Embracing our
Future @ Nee Soon East (RPEF @
NSE) aims to bring Yishun residents
back on a journey of exploration,
discovery and appreciation of the
heritage/culture that we have in northern
enclave of Singapore. Held on 3 August
2019 at the open field beside Yishun
Temporary Bus Interchange, RPEF @
NSE is part of the annual National Day

Lot One
Shoppers' Mall,
Level 1 Atrium

Singapore
Bicentennial
Office and
People’s
Association

South West
CDC
Bicentennial
Roadshow

Open Field
behind Yishun
North NPC, 31
Yishun Central,
S768827

Nee Soon East
CC

Singapore
Bicentennial Recollecting our
Past, Embracing
our Future @
Nee Soon East
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9 Aug and
Sep school
holidays

Sentosa

Sentosa
Development
Corporation

Free bus tours

10am to
9pm

Level 9, National
Library Building

Dr Pitchay Gani

Exhibition: The
Vitality of Malay
Language in
Singapore in the
context of Malay
Archipelago

21 Sep

3 to 4:30pm

Eurasian
Association

Launch of the
newly revamped
Eurasian
Heritage Gallery

Oct

10am to
6pm

Eurasian
Heritage Gallery
@ Eurasian
Community
House (139
Ceylon Road,
Singapore
429744)
Sentosa

This encompasses an exhibition and
seminar that uncovers the development
of the Malay Language in the Malay
Archipelago since its existence for the
last 2000 years. A project by Dr Pitchay
Gani, President of Malay literary
organisation Angkatan Sasterawan ’50
(ASAS ‘50), the exhibition will showcase
how the language had developed from
its archaic form to the most advanced
form in the cyber world. It proves that the
vitality of the Malay language is still
strong taking into account the pertinent
factors such as status, demography,
institutional support, and geography.
The Eurasian Heritage Gallery, sharing
Eurasian heritage and culture, will
official be opened by President Halimah
Yacob on 21 September 2019.

Sentosa

Murals @
Skywalk

Guests will walk through the timeline of
Sentosa’s history through mural

September 14 Sep to 20
Oct

October

Celebrations (i.e. National Day Carnival)
at Nee Soon East, that has consistently
attracted more than 4,000 residents for
the past two years.
Round-island bus tours to experience
the old Sentosa and its colonial past.
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10 to 13 Oct

8:00pm (10
to 12 Oct)
3pm (12
and 13 Oct)

12 Oct

3 to 4pm

Fort Siloso &
Surrender
Chambers

Development
Corporation

paintings and displays in the form of 3D
floor art. There will be free entry to Fort
Siloso.

Victoria Theatre
9 Empress Place
Singapore
179556

Stella Kon

Lim Boon Keng
The Musical

Eurasian
Community
House (139
Ceylon Road,
Singapore
429744)

Eurasian
Association

EA@100 Book

Who is he? What has he done? Why is
he of interest? The first Malayan to
receive a Queens Scholarship and
returned with a first class honours in
medicine in 1892, the kind doctor built
schools, championed education for girls,
rallied to ban opium. For all his good
work, he was awarded the Order of the
British Empire and yet he was accused
of being collaborator of the Japanese
during WW2. Lim Boon Keng, The
Musical, traces the ups and downs of a
man full of ideas and ideals, as he
reflects on his life and his philosophy in
the early 20th Century Singapore, and
reveals
his
deeds
and
contributions. Written by Stella Kon,
music composed by Desmond Moey,
directed by Jeremiah Choy, music
director and arranged by Elaine Chan.
As part of the Eurasian Association’s
centennial celebrations, the EA is
producing a publication sharing the
history of the Eurasian Association
Singapore since its inception in 1919.
The book will cover how the EA was
formed and how it has evolved through
the various eras, and how it became a
Self-Help Group in 1994, strengthening
xlv

November

Nov to Dec

Sentosa,
Palawan Beach

Sentosa
Development
Corporation

Island Lights:
"Future
Singapore"

its mission of assisting the community
through its key pillars of Education,
Family
Support
Services
and
Community Development. The book will
be launched by Minister Iswaran
(representing Eurasians in cabinet) on
12 October 2019.
Thematic ambient displays featuring
day to night art installations by local
artists and aspiring talents.
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